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A B S T R A C T

Whilst there are clear advantages to decentralized energy systems, one main disadvantage is their lack of economic
scale effects. The development of decentralized energy systems goes hand in hand with a trend towards community
energy. Many of these communities claim energy autonomy as their main motivation for investing in local re-
newable energies. They define energy autonomy as generation exceeding demand on an annual basis and are
therefore less autonomous than without these technologies. Communities that strive for this ideal utilize the
electricity network infrastructure more than traditional end of the pipe consumers. At the same time, they make a
much lower contribution to the costs of this infrastructure, currently charged per unit of energy used, and often
benefit from subsidized renewable energy technologies. Hence this motivation is at best questionable and at worst
misplaced. A continuation of the recent rapid reductions in battery prices expected by many experts, however,
could make the economic case for truly energy-autonomous municipalities. This clearly raises important questions
for researchers and policymakers alike. For example, in which sorts of municipalities could such solutions make
sense and what are the consequences for the overarching, mainly centralized energy system?

1. Small is beautiful?

The characteristics of renewable energy resources mean that much
of their installed capacity is decentralized. Of the 40 GW and over 1
million photovoltaic (PV) plants installed in Germany, around 98% are
connected to the low voltage distribution networks (Wirth, 2016). On
the supply side, buildings account for about 40% and 36% of the total
European end energy consumption and greenhouse gas (GHG) emis-
sions respectively (De Groote and Rapf, 2015). Most of this energy is
employed for space heating and hot water, which is mostly (currently
around 87%) generated in or near to the building it supplies (Connolly
et al., 2013). So-called community energy involves mainly private in-
dividuals and farmers investing in and operating low carbon technol-
ogies (LCT), such as micro-CHP and heat pumps, PV, batteries and in-
sulation measures (OECD/IEA, 2011). One of the main motivations for
community energy is so-called energy autonomy, but this is mostly
defined on an annual timescale and refers solely to electricity. But the
characteristics of heat and electricity systems mean that decisions made
at building and municipality scales have strong interactions. Hence the
distinct national, regional and local levels of energy-political influence
have in some cases resulted in incongruities (Bauknecht et al., 2015).

2. (De-)Centralization

Ackermann et al. (2001) refer to distributed generation1 as being

connected on the customer side of the meter. Whereas decentralized
technologies are mainly connected to the distribution network, cen-
tralized ones are mostly connected to the transmission network. Hence
the capacity of one single power plant in a distribution network is ty-
pically (much) lower than 100 MWel (Funcke and Bauknecht, 2016). As
shown in Table 1, the centralized system is characterised by a linear
structure, with a small(er) number of (much) larger power plants and a
mostly linear flow of electricity from generation through transmission
and distribution to the demand side. In contrast to this, the decen-
tralized energy system is characterised by a (much) larger number of
(much) smaller power plants and owners/operators. The system is more
integrated, both vertically from supply through to demand and hor-
izontally between different energy vectors such as power, heat and gas.
Whereas the rate of connection to the electricity transmission and dis-
tribution systems is extensive in Europe (mostly 100%, World Bank
2016), heat is not typically transported over large distances. So
economies of scale motivate an increasing aggregation for the elec-
tricity system, whereas decentralized energy systems can avoid costly
transmission network expansion and centralized generation capacity.

Integrating renewable energies requires a combination of measures,
for example network expansion/strengthening, increased flexibility,
storage, sector coupling and intelligent control systems. Flexibility in a
centralized system is typically connected to the transmission network
and balanced over large geographical areas, with demand side man-
agement (DSM) offered by large (e.g. industrial) consumers. Storage is
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also generally large scale, such as pumped hydro, and the connection of
large regions might also by realized through a “supergrid” approach
with long distance High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) cables. In de-
centralized systems on the other hand, the flexibility is connected to the
distribution grid and covers much smaller geographical areas; storage
units and DSM consumers are also much smaller (Funcke and
Bauknecht, 2016). The management of this flexibility is expected to
require more Information and Communication Technology (ICT) than
in the centralized case, due to the much larger number of plants and
actors within the system.

Centralized energy systems are controlled through centralized
markets that are becoming more geographically integrated, whilst the
necessity for decentralized markets is currently being discussed e.g. in
the “Smart Energy Showcases - Digital Agenda for the Energy
Transition” (SINTEG) projects (BMWi 2017). The provision of balancing
power within decentralized energy systems typically requires a pooling
of power plants into Virtual Power Plants (VPPs) in order to meet the
minimum bid requirements in these markets. In the extreme, the
Blockchain technology could enable peer-to-peer trading between
prosumers2 and ultimately obviate the need for marketplaces altogether
(dena, 2016).

Jensch (1989) seems to be the first to coin the term “degree of
centralization” (Zentralisierungsgrad), which raises the question about
the level at which decentralized energy systems should be aggregated
and balanced (Bauknecht et al., 2015). Currently, most autonomous
regions (next section) rely on the overarching centralized energy system
for their flexibility and controllability (Funcke and Bauknecht, 2016).
For example, Wimmer et al. (2014) compare centralized with decen-
tralized wind expansion scenarios, concluding that the overall flex-
ibility requirements are similar in both cases. Reiner Lemoine Institut
(2013) finds that a decentralized renewables expansion would be eco-
nomically favourable, largely due to higher required network expansion
costs in the centralized case. Others reach the opposite conclusion,
however, that centralized and hybrid energy systems are more eco-
nomically efficient than purely decentralized ones (Acatech, 2016).
Although it is clear that a completely renewable energy supply based on
decentralized, autonomous regions does not seem economical due to

very large storage requirements (Peter, 2013), there is no clear con-
sensus about the optimal degree of centralization.

3. Communal and autonomous?

The importance of social acceptance is another distinguishing
characteristic of decentralized energy systems. In this context, com-
munity energy (Walker, 2008; Walker et al., 2010) has been particu-
larly strong in Germany, where around 46% of renewable energy ca-
pacity is owned by private individuals and farmers (Klaus Novy Institut
e.V. and trend:research, 2011). Often these projects involve energy
cooperatives, of which 718 have been founded since 2006 (DGRV
2014), and/or buying the local energy (electricity and gas) distribution
infrastructure back from the local utility. Community energy systems
are characterised by an involvement along the energy value chain;
those involved in the project should also reap the benefits (Rae and
Bradley, 2012). But community ownership is not always advantageous,
and local ownership should not be equated with local benefits (Bain,
2011). Community energy can stimulate the local economy, but the net
effects are very difficult to measure and depend very much on the local
conditions. In addition, there are also negative effects such as job dis-
placement in other sectors, which must also be considered.

Another common theme is the presence of key stakeholders
(Walker, 2008, Wirth 2016), who should have the required expert
knowledge and connections to and within the community. But also the
regional identity and a sense of belonging are important prerequisites
and/or consequences of community energy projects (Müller et al.,
2011). This identity also results in a 'community spirit' (Wirth, 2016,
Rogers et al., 2008), which along with interpersonal trust and colla-
boration (Walker et al., 2010) are also necessary but not sufficient
prerequisites for successful projects.

One common motivation for community energy is the wish to be
more independent from central markets (Boon, 2014). The willingness
to pay for locally generated electricity is higher than for imported
electricity, but much of this 'local green electricity' comes from Scan-
dinavian or Austrian hydropower plants (McKenna et al., 2015). This
desire for more energy autonomy (Deuschle et al., 2016; Rae and
Bradley, 2012; McKenna et al., 2014, 2015, 2016), also called energy
autarky (Müller et al., 2011) and self-sufficiency (Deuschle et al., 2016;

Table 1
Characteristics of centralized and decentralized energy systems (own illustration based on Funcke and Bauknecht (2016), Bauknecht et al. (2015), Jensch (1989), Weber and Vogel
(2005)).

Characteristic(s) Centralized energy systems Decentralized energy systems

Structure Linear: generation, transmission/distribution, demand Integrated:

• Vertically, between voltage levels

• Horizontally, between energy carriers
Number of power plants Few large(r) plants Many small(er) plants and prosumers
Ownership/actorsa Few large(r) companies Many small(er) owners, e.g. private individuals, farmers
Data: amount Moderate Very large
Concentration of supply securityb High Low
Investment decision: flexibility and speed Low High
Controllability: markets Centralized, increasingly integrated Centralized and/or decentralized
Controllability: location Generation, transmission and distribution All areas of system, i.e. including demand
Smoothing effect through aggregation High Low
Economic benefits • Economies of scale in large plants

• Lower distribution grid investment
• Lower transmission grid investment

• Lower centralized generation capacities and regulating power needs
Flexibility: amount Roughly the same for both systems
Flexibility: characteristics • In transmission grid

• Larger geographical areas

• Load management from large consumers

• In distribution grid

• Smaller geographical areas

• Load management from small consumers

• Higher ICT requirements

• More sector coupling
Storage requirements: amount Roughly the same for both systems
Storage requirements: characteristics Large, centralized Small, decentralized
Relevance of social acceptance Less important Very important

a Note that a large number of actors would also be possible in a centralized system, but currently this is not the case.
b This refers to the impact on the energy system in the event that the average-sized power plant fails.

2 Producers and consumers of energy, typically electricity.
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